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ABSTRACT 

Previous calculations of barium cloud prowth failed to 

pive reasonable estimates of striation scale size and onset 

time because they either assumed no ionospheric end-shortinp 

or no ion diffusion (all modes unstable) or stronc shortinp 

(all modes stable").  We derive a set o^ enuations which in- 

clude finite end-shortinp and solve by a new numerical tech- 

nique.  For moderate end-shortinp (in the experimental ranpe) 

we obtain a fastest prowinp mode of reasonable size on the 

rear of the cloud.  The prowth rates and instnbilitv ranpe 

are very sensitive to the end-shortinp and magnitude of the 

ambient electric field.  There is no prowth below a critical 

value of E or above a critical value of the shortinc.  A 

series of graphs are presented.  We also derive most previous 

results as special cases of our equations. 
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Thcre seems to bo general aprcement that the FxR insta- 

hility ^Siinon, 196S] (sometimes called the pradient drift 

instability) is responsible for the onset of striations in 

barium clouds released in the ionosphere.  However, the problem 

has been to demonstrate that this is actually so by calculating 

the scale size and delay time and makinp comparison with 

experiments.  Previous attempts failed because they either 

predict instability for all wavelenpth^ and with comparable 

prowth rate [Linson and Workman.1970; Volk and Haerendelf 1971] 

or because they predict stable behavior fSimon. 19701. 

We have previously derived a set of equations fSimon and 

Sleeper. 1972] which povern the prowth of a barium cloud 

immersed in a conductinp medium.  We now show that all earlier 

results are included as special cases of these equations cor- 

respondinp to no end shortinr or stronp shortinp or neplect 

of diffusion.  In each of these cases, one can account for the 

results obtained.  We have now perfected a new numerical scheme 

for solvinp these equations with arbitrary end-shortinp.  We 

find that there is a preferred wave number and prowth rate and 

that the results are very sensitive to the amount of end 

shortinp and to the strenpth o^ the external ambient electric 

field.  For values comparable to those in actual releases, we 

find a prowth rate and scale size in peneral agreement with 

the observations. 

Tn the next section, we rederive the peneral equations 

from a sliphtly more peneral viewpoint.  Followinp that we 

describe a particular solution of these equations.  The 



corresponding numerical solutions and a discussion of the 

results are then given.  Finally, in Appendix A, we show that 

previous results are indeed special cases of our set of equa- 

tions, while Appendix B gives details of the computational 

procedure. 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

We shall denote the numher density of harium ions, amhient 

ions and electrons, respectively, by nR, nA and n .  T-ach 

obeys the continuity equation 

and quasineutrality holds, i.e. 

where we assume singly charged ions, for simplicity.  Denoting 

electrical current density p^r species as .TR ■ e nnvn, J. = 

e nAVA, Je = -e neVe and using Eqs. (1) and (2"), one has 

and this eqration can be used in place of the electron con- 

tinuity equation. 

The velocities are given by the usual diffusion relations 

in a magnetized medium 

^Vj,« f-ii^nir/^nEj + ÄTÖtx^ni^njgJ) C5) 



written in the rest frame of the neutral backpround. The 

upper signs refer to ions and the lower to electrons and all 

symbols have their usual meaning in the neutral rest frame. 

The corresponding species current divergence is 

where we neglect temperature variation in the nerpendicular 

direction (over the cloud dimensions) and assump an electro- 

static field. 

If one now substitutes F.q. (6) in Bq. (.1), and divides all 

terms by De, one obtains a complicated expression which, howrver, 

takes on a simple form in the limit (fir) -»-oo.  Tn this limit, 

F.q. (3) becomes 

V„[^^-f--fr-^£(J= 0 (7, 
'e 

We assume that moving along a field line passing through the 

cloud, one ultimately reaches a non-conductinr region (the 

lower atmosphere) where all currents must vanish.  Mence, we 

integrate Eq. (7) twice anH obtain 

where 0 is the electrostatic potential and g is a function of 

r^only.  This result for ^  is of course only the first term 

in a systematic expansion of the equations in powers of T) /H 

[Simon and Sleeper, 1072]. 
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Now inteprate Fq. (3) alonp a mapnetic field nassinp 

throuph the cloud all the way from one non-conductinp terminus 

to the other.  By the boundary condition this becomes 

where the subscript 1 denotes the last two teriis in Eq. (6) 

and dl is a differential lenpth alonp the mapnetic field 

direction.  Let us further divide this intepral into that part 

which lies in the cloud and that which lies in the ionosphere 

outside the cloud.  Then we write 

j >*<m -*— ^-w \ .     ] 

C /ci«« /ono 

To lowest order in n+/ne, the species expression for V^J^ 

obtained by substitution of Fq. (H)   in Fiq. (6),   is 

*^mW*%fb?^T&W*w\.h  (]0) 

We now assume that, in the cloud portion of the intepral in 

Hq. (9), the ambient ions are neplipible compared to the 

barium ions.  Thus, 

(cloud repion) ru  S 0 

and that the reverse is true in the ionsophere portion, 

r)B* o 
(ionosphere  repion") 

With  this  assumption,   Fq.   (9),   evaluated   to  lowest order  in 

D
+/

n
e»  takes  the  form: 



Mere we  have  defined 

Nc mf   , n. di 

JOX= X>J+ ^4^= pf(/+^; 

(12) 

& JiOno 

and neglected variation of diffusion coefficients over the 

dimensions of the cloud.  We have allowed for election cross- 

field transport contrihutions in the lower ionosnhere in the 

definitions of ^T, E and ^.  Mote that J:R is the heipht inte- 

grated (actually along a field line)  Pedersen conductivitv 

of the ionosphere. 

One ohtains a connlete set of equations hy comhining 

Fq. (11) with the harium ion continuity equation integrated 

over the length of the cloud and evaluated to lowest order 

in n+/ne, 
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and the continuity equation for the ambient ions.  These repre- 

sent a set of coupled intepro-differential equations in the 

variables N^r^.t), p(r,t) and nA(r>t).  We now pirtially 

decouple these by the assumption that variations in the ambient 

ion density have small influence on the dynamics of the ion 

cloud.  This, in effect, neplects the back effect of inape 

striations [Volk and Haerendel, 1971] on the cloud.  With 

this assumption, we set n^ in Eq. (11) equal to its value in 

the undisturbed ionosphere which means that V.n.-n, rtn'0, 

-J-H*0' ^X^B*0 fal1» over the dimensions of the cloud) and ER 

itself is the heipht inteprated Pedersen conductivity of the 

undisturbed ionosphere.  F.q. (11) reduces to: 

where we drop the subscript on N and (QT) and where this 

equation plus Fq. (IS) comprises a complete set.  The boun-^ry 

conditions appropriate to an ion cloud created suddenly in a 

localized region at to0 are 

N  -> 0 3<>      r^ -+ <*> 

— ^.J —>   EAI as yL ~* oo 

where P. is the ambient electric field (in the neutral rest 

frame).  Pq. (14) is essentially equivalent to Fq. (8) of 

Simon and Sleeper [19721 while Eq. (IS) is the inttrrrated 

form of Eq. (1) of that paper.  In th.it paper, these equations 
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were solved in the limit 5:B>>euj_N, i.e.  hiphlv conductinp 

background ionosphere.  In this paper, we describe a new 

numerical technique which allows us to solve the equations 

for aribtrary values of J:R. 

DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS POR ROUILIBRIUM AND PPPTimRATTON 

We shall solve Pqs. (13) and (14) in two stapes (which are 

entwined in the actual numerical procedure).  Pirst a numerical 

solution for a time and space dependent cloud eouilibrium with 

slab peometry is obtained.  If we choose the P- field in the 

z-direction and assume  that the density and electric fields 

vary only in the x-direction, P.q. (14) becomes: 

Intepratinp this once from the interior of the cloud to a 

distant point, usinp the boundarv conditions in Po. (15), 

one has 

Kb ere 

* 8 

(Ifi) 

(17) 

Note  that   -ap0/3v .=. PAv by  the vanishinp  of VxP.     This  solution 

can  then be  substituted   in P.q.   (13)   which becomes: 

U-&h(*%)+M*A*' T&W*») 
-h C 
t^uft'   o 

(18) 
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where 

It is a straißhtforward matter to solve Eq. (18) numeri- 

cally. Note that a represents the effect of end-shorting and 

that this varies from point to point. 

Next, we linearize Eqs. (13) anrl (14) about the equilib- 

rium derived above and Courier analyze in the v-dirpction fexn iky). 

These equations are 

and 

(21) -4- iSsk'^ ityUt,) - \JkJfe %° ] *, 

We  solve Fqs.   (20)   and   (21)   by studying the  erowth  in  time 

of some  arbitrary perturbations  in x.     Details of the numerical 
A. 

procedure are piven in Appendix B. 
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Throufjhout our numerical procedure we assume that the 

initial density distribution is a Raussian with characteristic 

length h.  Thus 

N «*0)   -fie (22) 

Usinp thi? characteristic lenpth h and the initial central 

density TT we define the dimensionless variables 

nAs-r?,/^ and       tf-lf^/Dj, 
cFA 

and  transform  to  the  frame movinp with  the velocity - ^v.     The 

dimensionless   form of Fqs.   (18)   -   (21)   are 

I ^(  kl-1riAZA>j + lÄ(\X?J¥)f)l C2S) 

1 -U^^ + l^-^^hr- o 
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Dxi     car) ^x    w< **   y ^J 

(Tvö^x Jn' "X-a^-     5xWY3x/ (26) 

where all quantities are in dimensionless units and we have 

suppressed the asterisk.  Also 

lit'- _J^. ^ _2^ i^ -^ .ili i^-T        (27) 

in the same units.  In practice, we work with Fq. (26) and 

the difference of Eqs. (25) and (26), which is 

Note thnt the entire hehavior of a ßiven k perturhation 

depends only on \r FAx, EAy, and 9.i  for the harium ions.  Tt 

is also worth notinp that the equilihrium elective field in 

the cloud interior (in Himensionless units) follows from Fq. 

Note also that the houndary conditions on n1 and pj are that 

n.-^O and Vp1-»'0 as |x|+*. 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AND DTSCnSSION 

Solutions are obtained by intepratinr forward in time usinp 

an initial paussian ^or the equilibrivim and an initial density 

perturbation consisting of a susn of several nermite polvnornals 

with amnlitudes apnronriate to white-noiso and with randomly 

selected phases.  A linear instability is detected by ob- 

servinR the prowth in time of the average density disturbance 

defined as: 

<nlk>  = 
/. 

2  -1/2 
|nlk(x,t)I dx 

/ 2 
, /  kikC^.o) j dx ^ 

(291 

Details of the comnutational procedure are piven in Appendix 

R.  Let us now examine a number of the results. 

Variation with X.  To study the effect o^ variations in 

X, we fixed the remaining variables at (nt)*10, ^v"1* ^y""^* 

The mapnitudes of (üJ)   and |F. | are rouphlv in the ranve  of 

experimental releases while the Rx, V.    ratio is arbitrary. 

Some typical time develonments of the equilibrium solution are 

shown in Fip. 1 for three values o^ X; 0.25, 4 and SO corres- 

pondinp to . tronp shortinp, a typical ezne-, imental value and 

weak shortinp, respectively.  Note thnt in the stronp shortinp 

case, there is diffusion at the ion perpendicular rate as 

expected [Simon, 19551 and that very little distortion occurs 

since the shortinp ratio a remains close to unity at all times. 

The drift to the riphf is due to the combined effect of 

Pedersen ion current and the actual B» dri^t beinp (fix) cF.^/ 

R[l*(nT) ] rather than cEA /n.  In the more typical second 

case, we see reduced diffusion and distortion of the cloud 
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due to the varying value of a across the cloud.  Finally, in 

the weak shorting case, we see a clOv\d controlled almost 

entirely by electrons (ambipolar cross-field diffusion"). 

Since Me  assumed (nx)^», there is little change in time. 

The time behavior of some perturbations about the X«4 

equilibrium are shown in Fig. 2.  Note that the growing modes 

rapidly approach an exponential  growth and that there is a 

fastest growing mode in the vicinity of k»4. Very sMrt and 

very long wavelengths are stable.  In fact, in a much longer 

timescale, the growth rates of all the growin" modes decrease 

and some become stable as the equilibrium diffuses and its 

density gradient decreases.  It is interesting to note that 

the growing modes are localized on the rear of the cloud as 

may be seen from the spatial evolution of the k«4 mode as 

shown in Fig. 3. 

Some idea of the effect of variation in X upon these 

results is seen from the plot in Fig. 4 of the exponential 

growth rate Yi.» 

versus k from various values of X (y,   evaluated at t"n.n2). 

Note the strong dependence on X.  For no end-shorting X*», 

all values of k are unstable and Y approaches an asymptotic 
2 

value as k ■***.    This is in qualitative agreement with the 

results in Linson and Workman [1970] and indeed with the 

result in Simon [1063] if one takes the limit (Sir)   -►» in that 

paper.  As X decreases, the growth rage decreases and a finite 

range of unstable k is established.  For strong shorting all 
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modes are stable for A sliphtlv less than 0,5, 

It is interesting to compare the magnitude of the prowth 

rate with the simple estimate [Linson and Workman, 19701 

T ^ -rnf (31) 

In dimensionless units, this is 

"y*^  ! t ^   £*     w*      tOO (32) 
(At) 

in our case.  We see, from Pip. 4, thnt the prowth is about 

seven times this value for X»" and ranidly decreases as X 

decreasrs. 

Variation with IF.^I .  Next we fix the anple between FA 

and the slab normal at T-Ay/
F-Ax

=-in» set X"4 anf1 varv I
F
A''  

The 

resultinp prowth rates (at t'O.Z") are shown in Fio. S.  Note 

the rapid decrease in both maximum prowth anrl ranpe of unstable 

k as |EA| decreases.  In fact, if one plots YMAX versus P.y, as 

shown in Fip. 6, one obtains a straipht line which crosses the 

axis at about E*"-0,5 ^or X«y.  Note that as X decreases, the 

critical value of IFJ increases.  The linear dependence indi- 

cates that YMAX does indeed vary diroctlv as c FA/Rh.  Indeed 

in this ranpe of X, YMAX varies rouphly as 

where a, b, c and d arc constants. 

Variation with F.lectric Field Angle.  If we define »S 

tan"1(nv/F. ), the variation of y   (at t-0.21 with 8 is shown 

in Fip. 7.  The prowth rate is larpest at anples close to TT/2 

and  -Tr/2 fthc -IT/2 curve is identical to  that for 
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+v/Z].     It is somewhat hipher for the positive values. All 

modes are stable at 0-0.  This is not a general result.  Insta- 

bility occurs at e»0 ^or large values of |FA( for small (Or). 

A plot of the angular variation for two other values of |RA| 

is shown in Fig. 8. 

Variation with jüi). The variation of y with ^T is shown 

in Fig. 9. One should remember however that the dimensionless 

growth rate includes (Qx) in its definition.  In real time 

(34) 

5"A*,  e* Bh   junr)1 

2 
Hence, we plot Y^AXC^T)/[1+(QT) ]   versus (QT)   and observe 

that the real growth rate increases with increasing (QT)   and 

approaches a constant value for large (n-r) . This is shown in 

Fig. 10.  Vote that this it  close to the value c F./Rh (for 

X-4). 

Shane of Fastest Mode.  We note thnt the maximum value of 

k for values of X in the neibhborhood o^" X=4 arc o*" the order 

of k«4.  This corresponds to a true wavelength in the v 

direction which is Xv = 27rh/k* s J- h.  Thus, the fastest 

growing mode will have comparable dimensions in both the x 

and y- directions.  A plot of the density perturbation is 

t;iven in Fig. 11.  The corresponding perturbation in g, 

is shown in Fig. 12.  Note that the g, maxima are displaced 

a quarter-wavelenpth from the densitv maxima. 

Piscussion.  In summary, we have demonstrated that one 

must include finite ionospheric end-shorting of the cloud 
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in order to obtain a most favored prowth made of reasonable 

size and that the results are quite sensitive to the shortinn 

ratio.  Previous results can be explained in terms of either 

no end shortinp or no diffusion (all k unstable") or larpe end- 

shortinp (all k stable).  Shorter wavelengths are stabilized by 

ion diffusion at moderate values of X.  'Ve demonstrate that 

the qrowth rate is also a sensitive function o^ electrid 

field strenpth and anple and that the plasma is stable if 

|E| drops below a critical value.  In addition, the prowth 

rate increases with increasing QT  but becomes a constant 

for larpe values of same.  The fastest prowint» mode, for 

moderate values of X has a k about 4 corresnondinp to fairly 

circular striations in the plane perpendicular to P, and prows 

with a rate of the order of c|EA|/B h. 

One could relate this to delay time by estimatinp the 

number of e-foldinp times required for a thermal fluctuation 

to prow and appreciably modulate the oripinal cloud.  Ry 

elementary statistical mechanics, the r.m.s. fluctuation of 

the number of ions contained in a striation of lenpth T, and 

transverse dimensions h is 

bN   ^     I nLh   1 

where n is the averape ion number densitv in the cloud.  Takinp, 

as crude estimates, n s 10  cm " , h « 1 km, T, ■ 10 km, one 

finds AN/N = 10'11 S e"25.  If we thus assume that 25 e-foldinp 

times are required for a fluctuation of the fastest prowinp 

k-mode to reach observable size, we obtain an estimate of 

the delay time (in dimensionless units) as. 
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(.T3) 

Usinp the value of Y*.Ay 
s 6^ for |R. |310 and X-4, one would 

estimate a delay time of 1/2 in dimensionless units or about 

half the time to diffuse across the original cloud size since 

1 2 
t in real time is t.^ = yh /$l. This is of tho order of 

tens of minutes in many experiments. 

In conclusion, we note thnt a two-dimensional calculation 

would differ from the one-dimensional one in one imnortant wav. 

The finite ends of tbe cloud in the y-direction would then 

allow polarization charpes to accumulate and one would have 

a mechanism for shielding E.  in the interior with consequent 

steepeninp of the cloud rear.  This would add an additional 

steepening mechanism which should also he strongly X-denendent. 

One mirht expect the time scale for this stecpenintr to be at 

least as fast as the cross-field diffusion, so that striation and 

steeneninr: would he stronqlv entwined.  In fact, if the stcen- 

cninp was rapid cnmnarod to diffusion spreading, one would have 

i mechanism which enhanced the instability rrowth rate as 

time went on and a tii^c plot such as that piven in V\v.   2 

mijrht well show the curves bendinc upwards instead of down. 

Further insirht awaits the results of 2-n calculations which 

are now under stndv. 
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Anpcndix \ 

Special Cases Yielding Previous Results 

No End Shortinp.  We show here thnt one recovers the 

results of Linson and Workman [1970] in the limit where F.+n. 

This limit corresponds to X-*« and thus V.q.   (2?>)   reduces to 

3\i/3t=0  with the general solution 

A/ = N Cx) fA.n 

The corresnnndinr value of n0 mav he obtained from Vn.   (27}. 

Tn this limit 

(\.2>\ 

We make   corresnon^enco with  T.inson  an'1  '"'orVman  hv  the  choice 

Ni*) -   e fA.S) 

Then 

)* ClT 

and  V.c\.    (26)   becomes: 

fA.41 

i     r^ 

fA.SI 

^X ^h)-h(^^(^Tx^3i-o 
while Vn.   (28") becomes 

-ft ^ ^^—OTT    ^     av^n''^Ln     or      v*        r>.n 
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Since these are linear equations in n, and Nc., with constant 

coefficients, we Courier analyze each of these variahles as 

exp[iut + imx] anfl immediately ohtain a dispersion rflatinn. 

The result is 

which one easily recognizes ns precisely the dispersion re- 

lation in Linson and Workman [1970, Tq, (IS")] correctinp for 

the fact that the ahovc result is in the frame movinc with the 

cE» /B velocity and is in dimensionless units.  Thus, the 

results of linson and Workman are for the case of no shortinp 

hy the amhient ionosphere which implies electron famhipolar") 

diffusion across the magnetic field (in their actual calcu- 

lation fTJr) ■♦«1 and stronr instahilitv since the stahiliiinp y e 

effect of end-shortin^ is removed.  It should he noted that 

finite electron diffusion \{0.T)     finite rather than infinite! 

docs stahilize vorv short wavelengths, hut this is for lennths 

vcrv much shorter than those stahilized hy ion diffusion 

1/2 (hy the ratio [(OTI./(OT)-!   }   and much smaller than striation 

lenpths seen in actual exnerinonts. 

Infinite Fnd Shortinp.  In this case -y^00 and X-»-n. 

From Fq. (2fi), x-je  see that in this limit 

fA.81 '* h - hll = o 
The onlv solution that vanishes at x=±ro is 

^ = 0 rA.91 
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By the equilibrium condition in V.q.   (27),  we have 

Z* A* CA.in) 

Hence Fq. (25) becomes: 

which obviously has decaying solutions only.  Hence, all per- 

turbations are stable in the ens« of infinite end-shortinr Cand 

in the limit I^/r^-n, as was assumed in the derivation of the 

basic equations). 

Ion Diffusion Neglected.  We recover th" results of Volk 

and Maerendel [197]] if we use the ar.nroximations in their 

paper.  These are fin our notation), 

EA*~   o rA.i2) 

Ji^o    ,     i.e.       dni „ alt „ o 
and ncplect of D^Vn compared to W^n]^.  This last assumption, 

in dimensionless notation, means 

^4y » * fA.lS) 

We now apply these to V.o.   (25) and obtain 

'^yn' *   -kl(Sl*j;)f)   =    0 (A.14) 
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where we take (m)»l and use Pq. (27) to see that IRVSX has 

two terms of order unity and EAy/n , respectively. Now uilnP 

this result and our approximations in Ea. (21) we ohtain 

m 

The prowth rate is determined hy the last term onlv.  Usinn 

the definition of the equilibrium, we find thr rrowth rate 

Y to be: 

for)   [i + ^ui CA.16) 

This is in dimtnslenlesi units.  In real units, this becomes 

Comparing this with Rq. (49) of Volk and Haerendel, we see 

that a similar result obtains with ZR/e y x
cNc piavinp the role 

of their PR.  This identification is exact in the limit of 

small k , 

Thus, we see thflt the results in Volk and Haerendel do 

include the effects o^ end shorting Ffowever, their ncPlect 

of ion diffusion removes this stabilizing effect on short 

wavelerRths and allows all these modes to nrow at tho sime 

rate. 
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Appendix B: 

Computational Procedure 

Finite difference methods are used in obtaininp the 

evolution of the equilibrium density N and the perturbations n, 

and p..  Equation (2S) is a nonlinear parabolic equation for 

the unknown N.  It can be solved by the Crank-Nicolson finite 

difference scheme witb forward nroiection of the nonlinear 

coefficient [von Rosenberp, 1969].  The Crnnk-Nicolson analops 

of (26) and (28) also provide two tridiaponal systems for the 

unknowns n, and g-.  The prid points for evaluating n, and p. 

arc located at time levels tanAt.  The prid noints for evalu- 

ating N are located at time levels t=(n+y)At, so tbat the value 

of N together with 3p0/3x from (27) can be easily used in 

evaluating the coefficient of the two tridiaponal systems. 

In carrying out the computations, we first solve for 

the self-consistent g, from the initial value n,.  We then 

solve for N at t»yAt from its initial value.  The two tri- 

diaponal systems are then solved to obtain values o^ n, and 

g. at t=At.  We then update the value of N to t-wAt and solve 

for n, and g.. at ts2At and repeat these procedures.  The 

accuracy of the results was chocked by comnaring results 

obtained using different grid spacings in space and in time 

and using different total number of spatial priH points with 

the same spacinp. 
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